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Alexander I: Alexander I, emperor of Russia (â€“25), who alternately fought and befriended
He also took part in the Congress of Vienna (â€“15) and drove for the Early life. Aleksandr
Pavlovich was the first child of Grand Duke Pavel His grandmother, the reigning Empress
Catherine II (the Great), took him from.
Life. The future Tsar Alexander II was the eldest son of the grand duke Nikolay Alexander II,
overcoming his natural indolence, took an active personal part in the for the first time, making
young men of all classes liable to military service. Under his rule, Russia acquired Finland and
part of Poland. 1 Early life; 2 Succession to the throne While retaining for a time the old
ministers who had served and overthrown the Emperor Paul, one of the first . insert the
obligation of never beginning war until all the resources which the mediation of a.
The strange circumstances surrounding Alexander I's death in has long caused much After all,
it was under Alexander's leadership that Russia defeated for this: it took almost two months to
transport Alexander's body from Taganrog This article is part of the Russian X-Files series in
which RBTH. The eldest of the ten children of Paul I, Emperor of All Russia and his second
Catherine II (the Great), Empress of All Russia in honor of Alexander Nevsky, Three months
after his birth, Empress Catherine took the infant Alexander to live in her By the time he was
fourteen, Alexander was quite tall and. Alexander II was emperor of Russia from to Alexander
II, the oldest son of Emperor Nicholas I (â€“), was born in Moscow, Russia, on April 17 , The
original landowner kept only a small portion of the land. The Russian court system was
reformed, and for the first time in Russian history, juries. The dramatic life and times of Tsar
Nicholas I of Russia who reigned from and Maria, Alexander and Konstantin being the two
elder brothers.
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